2013 MOVIES!

__'s Game stars Harrison Ford and young Asa Butterfield.
The Wolverine takes place in this country.
12 Years a __ is based on a true story published in 1853.
Tom Hiddleston and Chris Hemsworth returned in Thor: The Dark __.
__ is loosely based on Hans Christian Andersen's The Snow Queen.
Baz Luhrmann brought The Great __ to sparkling life.
Matt Damon and Jodie Foster star in the futuristic thriller __.
Dom and Brian were back for Fast & __ 6.
In Out of the __ Christian Bale goes after Woody Harrelson.
Sandra Bullock and George Clooney were lost in space in __.
__ and Peeta went back into the arena in Catching Fire.
__ McCarthy and Sandra Bullock became partners in The Heat.
Jason Sudeikis, Jennifer Aniston and Emma Roberts were the __.
Guillermo del Toro directed the monsters vs. robots movie __ Rim.
Captain Phillips told the true story of a hijacking by Somali __.
David O. __ directed many stars in American Hustle.
Ron __ is back in Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues.
Scarlett Johansson voices __ in the unlikely love story Her.
Mark Wahlberg stars in Lone __ based on a true SEAL team story.
____ stars as Walt Disney in Saving Mr. Banks.
Man of Steel stars Henry Cavill as ____ and Amy Adams as Lois Lane.
Jason Statham and James Franco starred in the action thriller __.
Hugh Jackman was a desperate father searching for his daughter in __.
____ and Nick Frost lead an epic pub crawl in The World's End.
The Hobbit: The __ of Smaug released on December 13, 2013.
Gru and the yellow Minions were back in __ Me 2.
DiCaprio's latest, The Wolf of __ __, was directed by Martin Scorsese.
Day-dreamer Ben Stiller stars in the Secret Life of __ __.